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1Miss Clapp Plans 
Says New Leader 
Resignation, 
Is Needed hy Terry PriHi11 '67 
When in 250 B.C. Livius Andronicus fessor of Russian at the University 
1 and new leadership in its chief execu· 
tivc officer. So I am resigning." 
"As for 1965-66," Miss Clapp con-
tinued, "-let us work together for 
sound learning and happy living at 
Wellesley. It is, if you will forgive a 
r.ote of sentiment" a superb college 
because it has first-rate people in its 
student body, its faculty and officers, 
its various staffs, its alumnae, and, as 
an institution, it has evident purpose 
and high standards." 
turned the Odyssey into Latin for of North Carolina; he has recently 
use as a textbook of Greek poetry translated Pashkin's Eugene Onegin. Thus Miss Margaret Clapp an· 
nounced the end o! her sixteen years 
as President of Wellesley, in a letter 
tc. student members of Senate, House 
Presidents, Vil Juniors, Class Presi· 
dents, and the Editor of News, two 
days before making the announce-
ment public nationally. In the letter. 
Miss Clapp said she wished she could 
"'rite to the entire college community, 
but "even data processing cannot ar· 
range a summer communication to so 
peripatetic a student body." 
and legend, the problems of t~ansla· j At this writing it was not certain 
lion first came into being, Transla- that Professor Arndt would be able I 
lion whcih Gilbert Highet calls "that to come to the symposium. 
neglected art," is the subject of the The three speakers will assemble 
Wilson Symposium to be held in at 2:00 p.m. ror in the event of Pro-
Alumnae Hall this weekend. fessor Arndt's absence, at 10. 30 a.m.1 
Pulitzer Prizewinner 
In 1947, Miss Clapp was awarded 
the Pulit:r.er · Pri:r.e in biography for 
her study of John Bigelow, Forgotten 
First Citizen. 
for a panel discussion on "Transla-
A critic once wrote that "as the lions in the Classroom." Included in 
poet )]egins by seeing, SO the transla- the panel will be Walter Youngren. 
tor by reading, but his reading must assistant professor of humanities at 
be a kind of seeing." In a lecture en- M.I.T. Stanley Burnshaw. translator 
titled, "Translation in Verse . Some of modern poetry, will serve as mo-
Problems," Dudley Fitts, the trans- derator. 
Establishes Searching Committee 
Miss Clapp's resignation becomes 
effective in July 1966, and she has 
already given considerable attention 
to the problem of finding a successor. 
A special Trustee Committee, assisted 
by elected representatives of the fac-
ulty, will search for prospective can-
didates. and Miss Clapp invites indi-
vidual students, as well as faculty 
and alumnae, to make written sug-
Miss Clapp received her B.A. de· 
gree from Wellesley, her M.A. and 
PhD. from Columbia. She also holds 
the LLD. and Lltt.D. degrees. In a 
varied teaching career she worked 
first at the Todhunter School and 
then at the Dalton School in New 
York City, then served as an instruc-
tor at the College of the City of New 
York. at the New Jersey College for 
Women, and at Columbia. She was an 
assistant professor at Brooklyn Col-
lege for two years before becoming 
President of Wellesley. 
lator and classicist, will preach this 
matter. 
Ancient to Modern 
Mr. Fitts, who teaches at the 
Phillips Andover Academy, has trans-
lated many Greek works. among 
them the Oedipus cycle r in collabor-
ation with Robert Fitzgerald> and the 
comedies of Aristophanes. He will 
speak on Friday at 8:00 p.m. 
Justin O'Brien, professor of French 
at Columbia, wi.ll deliver a talk en-
titled "Memoirs of a Translator" 
Saturday at 9:00 a.m. His translation 
includes the works of Proust, Gide, 
and Carnes. 
Panel to Follow 
Scheduled to follow Mr. O'Brien 
at 10:30 a.m. is Walter Arndt, pro-
Miss Margaret Clapp 
"My years at Wellesley since July gestions as to persons or qualifica· 
1949 have been good ones for me and, lions to the Searching Committee, 
communicated through whatever dif- 1 like to think, for Wellesley. Now, as Wellesley College. "The Committee 
ficulties and distances. they will pro- r look ahead, I am convinced that the will read all letters with care," she 
It is hoped that the symposium will 
give insights into what Highet has I 
railed a "far more important ek'· j 
ment in literature than most of us 
believe. If great thoughts can be 
duce great thoughts. College will benefit from fresh vision emphasized. 
Organizations Invite 
Members of the entire college com· 
munity are cordially invited to attend 
Campus Organizations Open Houses 
on Thursday evening, September 16, 
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. A special invi-
tation is extended to freshmen, since 
tWs is tbelr first and best oppor-
tunity to find those organizations 
which most interest them. 
Billings Hall 
Athletic Association - Room 108 
President: Liz Sears '66 
Freshmen 
Deutscher Verein - Room 306 
President : Ann Hill '()1 
The German Club under the direc· 
tion of the German Department pre-
sents films and speakers in German 
on various aspects of German life 
and culture. All students in any Ger-
man class are invited to attend these 
programs. 
Forum - Room 300 
She is a member of Phi &i.a Kap-
pa, a member of the American As· 
sociation of University Professors. 
and a fellow of the American Aca-
demy of Arts and Sciences. 
Campus Innovations 
During her years at Wellesley, Miss 
Clapp supervised many changes in 
the physical and academic landscape. 
There have been two major curri-
culum revisions: the 1955 decision to 
have no Wednesday morning or Sat-
urday classes, and the change to a 
three-term system which goes into 
effect this fall and involves a tenn of 
independent work for juniors, a re-
grouping of courses for distribution, 
and many departmental changes. 
New Fund Offers Campus 
International Artistic Events 
AA provides an opportunity for or-
ganized sports events during the aca-
demic year. It offers group instruc-
tion and practice in such sports as 
hockey al)d skiing. This past year AA 
bought three sail boats and instigated 
a student sailing program with both 
instructional and recreational sailing. 
If you need a study break, some 
exercise for fun with AA. 
Chapel Organization - Room 200 
President: Nicky Ivancich '66 
President: Rosy Metrailer '66 
Forum is the co-ordinating body for 
Young Republicans, Young Demo· 
Continued on page Seven 
Miss Clapp als0 initiated, in 1963, 
the Guest Junior- Program, enabling 
Negroes from segregated colleges to 
Continued on page Three 
Week Commences 
Portrait of Mrs. Norman Treves 
The Class of 1969 will be the first 
to benefit throughout its college ca· 
reer from an extracurricular cultural 
program which has just been estab-
lished at Wellesley. 
The Rebecca Bacharach Treves 
CUitural Program has been created 
with a fund of $125,000 by bequest 
of Dr. Norman Treves in memory of 
bis wife, a member of the Class of 
J9'l1. Mrs. Treves died in September 
1963 and Dr. Treves in May 1964. 
Yugoslav Chorus 
The income in 1965-66 will be used 
to present two concerts and one play, 
all to be held in Alumnae Hall, and 
to provide a new movie projector for 
Pendleton Hall. 
Freshman 
"Chapel" is an interdenominational 
group which expresses in part the 
religious life of Wellesley students. Freshman Week will commence 'ancial aid. 
Each year this group produces a Sunday• September 12 as the 470 While the freshmen . arrive, Miss 
chapel play starring students and members of the Class of 1969 arrive Margaret Clapp, President of the 
!acuity members. At the Friday 'di- at Wellesley for a program of orien· C:ollege, amt Miss Jeanette Mc~her­
versity day l morning chapel services l<.ttion before classes begin on Thurs· rm, Dean of the Class of 1969, wdl be 
chapel board invites various campus day. at home to paren~ of, the new stu-
organizations to participate. Last year The greatest percentage of students d~nts at the t=:res1dent s J:fou~. Tea 
participants included the French in the freshman class is from the will be served m the dorffiltones, and 
The first will be a concert on Mon- eastern segments of the country, wi'th Mrs. William S. Walker, Executi.ve 
d · 0 b folksinging group and the Wellesley ay evenmg, cto er 4, by the Aca- Tupelos. 22% coming from New England Secretary of the Alumnae Assoc1a-
demie Chorus, "Miree Acev," of the 26% from the Middle Atlantic states' tion will receive alumnae and their 
University of Skopje, Yugoslavia. College Government - Room 100 and 20% from the South Cincluding fre~i_nan daughters in the Recreation 
This choral group, composed of 44 <Se •- Hall) Bwld1ng na... the District of Columbia>. · 
members and a director, will take President: Louise Knight '66 Most from Public Schools Continued on page Six 
part in an International University CG provides the co-ordination be· In addition, 20% are from the Cen-
Choral Festival at the Lincoln Cen· tween students and administration t•-al states, 7% from the West, and ter for the Performing Arts and then necess t · t' ht k 't I ary o msure a 1g · m co· 5% from foreign countries and pos-
will make a tour of a few colleges lege commun1·ty CG needs all · te 
· m r· S("Sions. 97 members of this year's before returning on October 6 to t d t d t 1 t f ·t es e s u en vo un eers or comm1 - freshman class are alumnae daugh-
Yugoslavia. tee work within its organization. Get tcrs and granddaughters. 
Pm BETA KAPPA 
The following members of the 
Class of 1965 were elected on June 
4, 1965 to the Eta of Massachusetts 
Phi Beta Kappa: Euripides Classic in on the ground floor of student Public schools were attended by 
New York Pro Musica will present policies. 283 of them, private schools by 166. Elizabeth Tracy Gallagher 
a concert on Monday evening, Octo- Cosmopolitan Club _ Room 207 19 students received their secondary Sharon Goldberg ~r 25. This f~~s ensemble, which President: Elaine Jong •66 education at both public and private Caroline Hartmann 
1s under the direction of Noah Green- All foreign students are automatic- schools. Two members of the Class of Amjlllda Hawes 
berg, has performed music-before· I ally members of Cos Club and all 1969 are entering after on~y three Mary Moore Hoag 
Each throughout the world. American students are invited to join. years of secondary preparation. Louisa Lam 
The final event of the year will be Cos Club sponsors breakfasts, parties, 3SO schools are represented in the Dorothy Rile 
the presentation on Tuesday evening, and mixers for foreign students to I freshman class. Of these 'lZl are Jane M. Snyder 
February 8 of the Circle in the Square give them a chance to meet students public and 123 private. Tw~~ty ~r Irmgard Thumm 
Continued on page Three of other nationalities. cent of the students are receiving fm-. lo..-------------• 
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Miss Clapp' s Decision 
We learned with great surprise, of Miss Clapp's 
decision to resign and think we speak on behalf 
of the college when we say that her presence and 
guidance will be missed. Her integrity, her quiet 
but firm support of her principles, and her devo-
tion t9 Wellesley and to the education of young 
women from all areas and packgrounds have made 
her a respected, esteemed ' President. Her invari-
ably full calendar is a sign of her active, purposeful 
work, in which she combines idealistic goals with 
the practical ability to put them into effect. She is 
never too busy. however, to say hello to a student, 
or chat with a student officer. 
She has set a serious tone to life at Wellesley, 
encouraging us to value the inner core of some-
thing rather than the flashy surface. After she 
leaves, she will always be a "remembered" first 
citizen" of Wellesley. never a "forgotten" one, like 
John Bigelow the subject of her Pulitzer-prize-win-
ning book. As the article on page one shows, Miss 
Clapp has supervised many changes here; her 
courageous and philosophic leadership has helped 
the college cope with the problems of a changing 
world. 
A Welcome Transition 
In this age of multi-choice, where we pick col-
lege-board answers and self-images from a ready-
made alphabetical list, try the following: are you 
A. a girl from California or Texas for whom 
coming East is an adventure almost as mo-
mentous as her forbears' decision to go 
West? 
B. A girl from Newton, Massachusetts, who has 
always thought of Wellesey as "the college 
next door" and who is familiar with the 
varieties of the New England climate and the 
MTA? 
C. A girl from England, Argentina, or Hong 
Kong, who will encounter a new world of 
traditions and customs, a new educational 
system, and new political outlooks, but who 
is adamant in her desire to come to Welles-
ley? 
D. A girl from New York who has "psyched 
out" the college racket and reads the New 
York Times from cover t9 cover but still 
isn't sure she made the right decision? 
Of course, no one fits exactly into a multiple-
choice pattern, and one of the aims of a college 
education is to make sure you don't, and don't 
want to. The types suggested above, however, do 
represent the many localities and backgrounds 
from which girls at Wellesley come. To all, the 
college and its members offer Welcome - one of 
the strongest and most pleasant, although most 
over-used, words in the English language. Individ-
uals and communities are all afraid of the strange, 
the foreign, the new, and to be able to recognize 
and overcome this fear, turning it into acceptance 
and friendship, is a remarkable but essential 
achievement. 
Interestingly, both xeno and ho.vii.~ - the Greek 
and Latin words, respectively, for stranger. may 
mean either a guest or an enemy, hospitality or 
hostility. 
Even for girls who have grown up in New Eng-
land, college is a new experience; everyone is 
suddenly on her own and, at first, a stranger, she 
must learn a new map, a new vocabulary, a new 
way of life. Furthermore, everyone is beginning a 
uniq!!e journey that has nothing to do with state or 
national boundaries, a journey described by Herb-
ert Spencer in these terms: 
A II transitions are dangerous; and the most 
dan!ferous is the transition from the restraint 
of the family circle to the non-restraint of the 
world. 
In this voyage of self-discovery and self-testing, 
meeting people from different areas is very impor-
tant. While the most obvious changes are for those 
who leave their family circles far behind, those 
who live near college· gain new perspectives bv 
seeing their world through a stranger's eyes. All 
too often, one finds groups from the same region 
clinging together, and while one must not lose the 
sense of havin~ a home and roots, this sense is 
clarified. not dissipated, by contact with other 
faces from other places. 
Green Light 1969 
September, 1965, and you've finally made it. 
Armed with catalogue and portrait directory, 
spurred by anticipation and excitement, you're at 
Wellesley at last, and what for years has been the 
end of all your efforts becomes in a moment the 
beginning of new ones. The dizziness of the kaleid-
oscope of new faces - Vil Junior, head of house, 
other freshmen - and p)aces - Jewett, Green, 
the Ube; the comfort of the warm flow of friend-
ship and advice from administration and students 
temporarily dispel your tendency to doubt that 
you've actually arrived at college. 
Yet the disbelief may return, and with it all they 
myths of college life in general, Wellesley life in 
particular that have been growing in your mind 
for the past several years. Here are girls who look 
like models out of Maclemoiselle, socialize like 
charter members of the Jct Set and, most awe-
some of all. think like Einstein or write like Coler-
idge. And here's you - you need to lose at least 
five pounds, your partying never took you beyond 
Smalltown, you struggled with high school chem-
istry, and writing a lucid essay takes you forever. 
Suddenly you're absolutely certain the Admis-
sions Otlice made a drastic mistake by accepting 
you and, what's worse, you never corrected them. 
You look around and fi.nd most of the other fresh-
men are as scared :zs you are. But that's impossible, 
you think: you've heard them talk; they sound 
terribly intelligent; what have they got to worry 
about? And if even they're worried, then you've 
really got problems. 
The novelty of the first few days, the myths 
of the past several years can lead all too easily 
to this kind of intermittent but nevertheless agon-
izing panic. Faith in yourself and faith in Welles-
ley can dispel it almost as easily. Remember that 
you are an able person: the intelligence that got 
you this far won't suddenly desert you or prove 
inadequate but will take you further in personal 
and academic development. Remember that your 
are an indiv,idual: your roommate may whip 
through her calculus problems while you struggle, 
but while you demolish fifty pages of French read-
ing she may be plodding through her first ten-
and while she may know all the latest dances'. 
your wit may be more lively than any of her gyra-
tions. Remember, too, that the Board of Admis-
sions knows its business; its members wouldn't 
have selected, you if you weren't the kind of person 
able to meet Wellesley's standards. Finally, re-
member that, having selected you as part of the 
Wellesley community, that community is eager to 
make your experience within it the most pleasant 
~nd profitable possible. Administration, faculty 
and students are all ready to offer their friendship 
and advice. 
All these reminders work WOilders in trans-
forming myths and painful fears into challenging 
realities and exciting anticipation; you no longer 
see yourself as an inept adolescent in an impossible 
and cold universe but a ca.o.able young adult in a 
stimulating and warm community. And most of all. 
your first few days can be full of enjoying your 
new experiences rather than fearing them. 
- - - ---
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Reader 
Writes 
To the Members of '69: 
Ellen Jaffe, '66, Editor of the News, 
has invited me to send you a greet-
ing through the college newspaper. I 
do so with pleasure. We look forward 
to your arrival. We are eager to 
share with you the lasting interests 
of our College and the recent develop-
ments in our programs. We hope you 
will find here grist for your growth as 
persons and students so that the col-
lege years will help you toward con-
structive, zestful maturity. 
Margaret Clapp 
Freshman Dean 
June 5, 1965 
To the Class of 1969: 
Having been a member of the 
Board of Admission this past spring 
~nd a member of the Scholarship 
Committee as well, I feel that you 
are already old friends of mine. I 
learned many interesting things about 
Nich of you as we made our careful 
study of the applications that came 
to Wellcshly this year, selecting after 
long and careful thought the four 
hundred and seventy students who 
would be members of the Class of 
1969. We are confident that we have 
chosen well, that it will be a varied 
and interesting class. As I reread 
your papers last week I found myself 
thinking how much you would enjoy 
each other. 
Tonight the Wellesley campus 
seems very quiet. All the underclass-
men have finished their examinations 
and gone off for the summer, all but 
the choir and the junior ushers and 
a few others who stay on to help 
with commencement and alumnae re-
union. The seniors are having their 
class supper in the Bates-Freeman 
dining room on the other side of the 
campus. Day after tomorrow they 
will walk across the library lawn to 
get their diplomas, and you will never 
see them until they come back for 
their fifth reunion in 1970 when you 
will be having your first. The only 
voice I hear from my house above 
I 
Lake Waban is that of the bullfrog. 
He is saying, "Kkerrcchunkk," which, 
being translated from Wabanese into 
English, means, "Tel them I'm wait-
ing!" 
I am waiting too and I think it 
will be very good to see you. 
Jeanette McPherrin 
Dean ol the Class of 1969 
Miu Jeanette McPberrbl 
Miss Jeanette McPherrin, Lecturer 
in French, will serve as Dean of the 
Class of 1969. Miss McPherrin came 
U: Wellesley in 1946 and has partici-
pated in the "Teaching Dean" pro-
gram since 1956. Under this system 
of student advising, she will serve as 
dean for the class during its fresh· 
man and sophomore years. 
A graduate of Scripps College in 
California, Miss McPherrin received 
the Master of Arts degree from 
Claremont College and studied at the 
Ecole Normale Superieure de Sevres. 
During World II she served as an 
officer in the WAVES. She has pre-
viously taught French at Reed Col-
lege and at the Kent School in Den-
ver, and was Director of Admissions 
at Scripps College from 1939-1943. 
VIL JUNIORS, U6U6 
Bates - Nancy Happe 
Beebe - Jeni Wilder 
Cazenove - Adelaide MacMurray 
Claflin - Sarah Herbert 
Davis - Barbara Olson 
Freeman - Joan Stiefel 
McAfee - Sunny Locke 
Munger - Debby S. Davis 
Pomeroy - Lora Benjamin 
Severance - Martha Wilson 
Shafer - Peggy Lawrence 
Stone - Sandra Ferguson 
Tower Court - Ann Conley 
One cannot abruptly shed the skin that has 
marked her "Chicago," "Paris," or "Kalamazoo." 
to superficia11y don another; only by gradualJv 
learning more about manv WQrlds do "we become 
tolerant and sophisticated. The cleavage from 
home and from stereotyped ideas that may start in 
college when we meet people who do not take for 
granted the same thine.s that we do continues when 
we graduate: freely and independentlv, we explore 
old worlds a.rtd new, seeking something to which 
to cleave eventually. 
Karin Rosenthal '67 
Jane Maslow '67 
Ja.M Levin '67 Jacqueline Scbunr '67 ,._ ___________ _ 






Green Hall Serves Students 
Miss Clann Plans 
Shortly after classes begin fresh· 1 several work meetings during the 
men will discover the confusing ar- year for student!l who wish to regis-
ray of offices in Green Hall adjoin· ter with the Placement Office for 
ing the winding . corridors of Found- childcare or other jobs. 
ers. 
Continued from page One Following are descriptions of the 
attend Wellesley on scholarship for a administrative offices that freshmen 
year and then to encourage other are most likely to deal with: 
qualified girls from their home towns Info Bureau 
to apply. No doubt the first-known and, 
Better Living and Working through the years, one of the best-
Residence 
Mrs. Asa Tenney, Director of Resi-
dence, is in charge of rooming for 
all the students and serves as For-
eign Student Advisor. She handles 
many on-academic activities, helps 
formulate social regulations and 
rules of campus organizations, and 
meets regularly with the House 
Presidents and Vil Juniors. 
Teresa Frisch, Professor of Art 
History; 1968, Mrs. Carlo Francois, 
Lecturer in History. The deans' 
purpase is to help their students in 
any way they can. 
Other Deans 
Miss Frisch also serves as Dean 
of Students. In this capacity she co· 
ordinates the work of the class deans, 
chairs the Committee on Scholar· 
ships, and is a member of Student 
Court, Head Board !the admistrative 
board on student affairs), and the 
Committee on Student Records. Her 
main concern is the academic and 
She has more than doubled the en- known offices is the Information 
dowment of the college, from $30 Bureau. Mrs. George Twombly, a 
million to $62 million, and has raised gold mine of information about the 
faculty salaries from an average of college, manages it capably, assisted 
$4,291 to an average of $10,020. by Mrs. Helen Stoodley and two 
Gage Heath '67, Chairman of Fresh- Outstanding new buildings include work-scholarship students. Recorder social well-being of the students, and Another impartant person is Miss any girl is free to come to her for 
Gwenyth Rhome, Recorder. Her of· advice. Miss Frisch has been at 
fice is respansible for working out Wellesley since 1947 and \\jll retire 
the year's schedule of classes. Miss I in June, 1966. 
man Week. the Jewett A1ts Center ' 19581, com- The Info Bureau holds lost and 
prised of the Mary Cooper Jewett Art found items, files each student's 
Rhome and her assistants, Mrs. 
The Class of 1969 owes special Building and the Margaret Weyer- schedule card, and offers pictures 
thanks to Gage Heath, !'671, Chair- hauser Jewett Music and Drama and maps of the college, and faculty 
man of Freshman Week, who planned Building; a new wing and language and student directories. Here Mrs. 
and organized all of the activities for le:boratory for the Library 11957-581, Twombly keeps the keys to Galen 
Freshman Week, 1965. Bates, Freeman, and McAfee Halls Stone Tower, and here also touring 
Working with Gage are committee c 1958-61 >. and the Wellesley College visitors meet their campus guides. 
heads, all juniors: Leslie Waring, Club <1963 ) plus the renovation of I There are catalogues of other col-
Chairman of Ask-me's; Dana Root, Sage Hall <t956l, of Stone and Davis leges, graduate schools and summer 
Editor of the Handbook; Leslie Laird, (1964 ) and of several other dormitor- schools, and information about Bos-
Business Manager of the Handbook; ies. New roads were built, all-fresh- ton events. These are just a few of 
Elaine Woo, Editor of the Portrait man houses became unnecessary, and the bureau's varied aspects. 
Evelyn Reynolds and Mrs. Thelma Dean of the College, Miss Virginia 
Hall , also arrange course and sec- Onderdonk, Professor of Philosophy, 
lion changes. draw up exam sched- deals only indirectly with the stu· 
ules, send out grades, figure honors, d~nts. She is pri~arily involved 
prepare transcripts, grant diplomas, with the college curriculum. A:mong 
and keep certain college statistics. other pasts, she serves as chairman 
Publicity 
Directory; Alice Van Aken, Business from the boathouse to the power P lacement Office 
Manager of the Portrait Directory; plant, the campus today is quite dif- Down i.he hall from the Info Bur-
Miss Jean Glasscock, Director of 
Publicity, is kept busy with two pasi-
tions. Working with the Press Board 
she helps place stories about stu· 
dents and events in hometown pa-
pers and arranges for metropolitan 
coverage. Her office also prepares 
sets of slides for alumnae and pro-
spective students and provides an 
alumnae clipping service. Catalogues 
and other college literature pass over 
her desk in galley proofs. 
Dotty Glancy, Chairman of Organiza- ferent from that of sixteen years ago. eau is another papular office, the 
tion Open Houses; Mary McGowan, Extra-curricular lectures have also Placement Office. It is directed by 
Chairman of Big and Little Sisters; become an impartant part of Welles- Mrs. Robert Bishop, whose principal 
and Gail Somerby, Chairman of Big ley life, with the establishment of the function is advising seniors on plan-
and Little Sister Picnic. Wilson Lecture Series in 1962, upon ning full-time careers or graduate 
"I know this first week will be the bequest of Miss Caroline Wilson study. 
hectic," commented Gage, "but I '10, and the offering of various sym- Mrs. W. R. Maclaurin is in charge 
hope it will also be a pleasant first Posia on impartant contemparary of undergraduate employment dur-
taste of life at Wellesley." I subjects. I ing U1e academic year, and conducts 
·--------------- - - ---
Tender and Witty Is the Advice 
As Coordinator of Special Events, 
Miss Glasscock supervises the cam-
pus lecture program-keeping track 
of all upcoming events , on her large 
calendar-and compiles the Weekly 
Bulletin. 
Times chan1:e, but F. Scott Fitz1:er- 'you can take this fact as a curse -
a/d's advice to his daughter entering or you can make of it a great ad-
her freshman year at Vassar in 1938 is vantage. 
still perti11e111. Remember that you're there for 
Dearest Pie: four years. It is a residential college 
Here are a few ideas that I didn't and the butterfly will be resented. 
discuss with you and I'm sending You should never boast to a soul that 
this to reach you on your first day. you're going to the Bachelors' Cotil-
For heaven's sake don't make your- lion. I can't tell you how impartant 
self conspicuous by rushing around this is. For one hour of vainglory 
inquiring- which are the Farmington you will create a different attitude 
girls, which are the Dobbs girls, etc. about yourself. Nothing is as obnox-
You'll make an enemy of everyone ious as other people's luck. And while 
who isn't. Thank heaven you're on I'm on this : You will notice that 
an equal footing of brains at last - there is strong organized left-wing 
most of the eventual leaders will be movement there. I do not particularly 
high school girls and I'd hate to see want you to think about politics, but 
you branded among them the first I do not want you to set yourself 
week as a snob - it's not worth a against this movement. I am known 
moment's thought. What is important as a left-wing sympathizer and would 
is to go to the li~rary and crack your be proud if you were. In any case, 
first book-to be among the 5 per I should feel outraged if you identi-
cent who will do this and get that fied yourself with Nazism or Red-
much start and freshness. baiting in any form. Some of those 
A chalk line is absolutely specified radical girls may not look like much 
for you at present because . . . be- now but in your lifetime they are 
sides the "cleverness" which you are liable to be high in the councils of 
vaguely suppased to have "inherited," the nation. 
people will be quick to deck you out I I think it woul be wise to put 
with my sins . . . Need I say that on somewhat of an act in reference 
~w 00 
to your attitude to the upper class· 
men. In every college the class just 
ahead of you is of great impartance. 
They approach you very critically , 
size you up, anp are in a pasition 
to help or hinder you in anything 
you try. I mean . the class just ahead 
of you. A sophomore class is usually 
conceited. They feel that they have 
been through the mill and have learn· 
Class Deans 
While freshmen will soon be ac-
quainted with their own class dean, 
Miss Jeanette McPherrin, they may 
not come in contact with the other 
four deans so soon. 
Dean of the class of 1966 is 
Claire Zimmerman, Associate 




eel something. While this is very N F d Off 
doubtful, it is part of wisdom to ew un ers . 
humor that vanity in them. It would 
pay dividends many times lo treat Cominued from page One 
them with an outward respect which production of The Trojan Women. 
you might not feel and I want you This play by Euripides in a new 
to be able to do such things at will, translation by Edith Hamilton won 
as it happens that all through life the N.Y. Drama Critics Circle 
you may be in a position in which Award this year, the first off-Broad-
you will constantly have to assume way performance to be so honored. 
a lowly rank in a very strict organ- Free Of Charge 
ization. IC any boy had lold me my Thanks to Dr. and Mrs. Treves, 
lcist year at Princeton that I would all of these events will be open to 
stand up and take orders from an Wellesley students and faculty with-
out charge. 
ex·policeman, I would have laughed. Dr. and Mrs. Treves made their 
But such was the case because , as 
an army officer, he was several home in New York City and Rem-
grades above me in rank and com- senburg, Long Island. A cancer sur-
geon. he was long associated with petence- and that is not the last time Uie M · 1 H ·t I f c ii has ha pened. e~or1a. osp1 a or ancer 
P 1 and Allied Diseases and the Sloan-
Here is something you can watch Kettering Institute for Cancer Re-
happen during your college course. search. Dr. Treves received the 
Always at the beginning of the first Frank Billings gol~ medal of the 
I
' term about half a dozen leaders American Medical Association in 
arise. Of these at least two get so 1940, the James Ewing Society gold 
intoxicated with themselves that they medal in 1959, and the American 
I don't last the first year, two survive Cancer Society national award in as leaders and two are phonies who 1952 for his contributions to the con-
are found out within a year - and trol of cancer. 
therefore discredited and rated even A partrait of Mrs. Treves, which 
lower than before, with the resent- hung in their New York apartment 
ment people feel for anyone who has was recently given to the College, and 
tooled them. is now in the Music Department li-
Co11ti1111ecl on page Se 1·e11 brary in the Jewett Arts Center. 
of the Curriculum Committee, the 
Committee on Student Records, and 




by Jane Levin '67 
A yellow clapboard bookshop, an 
ice cream parlor, department stores, 
florists, a five-and-ten, and, in much 
abbreviated form, you have before 
you the town of Wellesley. 
Wellesley, or "the Vil," as it is 
called by Wellesley students, com· 
bines the quaintness of New England 
with the excitement of a modern col-
lege town. The vii is as much a part 
of Wellesley life as classes, Tree Day 
and class beanies and, in fact, none 
of them could exist without it. 
There are two main roads in the vii, 
Central Street and Washington Street. 
In proper New England fashion, these 
two streets meet at the church, then 
lead to Boston, Cambridge and other 
intriguing places. As the name indi· 
cates, Central Street is the more vital, 
passing by Munger Hall and the 
"quad" dorms, and housing Bailey's, 
Hathaway House, The Music Box, 
S.S. Pierce, Woolworth's and Peck & 
Pecks, just to mention a few. 
Hathaway House rightly holds the 
dominant pasition when the vii is ap· 
proached from the Wellesley campus. 
At first Hathaway House can be rec-
ognized by its yellow color, later by 
the long lines of students waiting to 
buy books, and finally, by the delight· 
ful books and artwork inside. 
Before long Hathaway becomes 
a favorite place for buying prints for 
your room, for finding the perfect 
present for your roommate or for 
just plain browsing. Hathaway House 
is particularly papular at the end of 
the year when the cooperative book-
shop's rebates suddenly save the day, 
replenishing empty pocketbooks and 
supplying instant wealth for that love-
ly "springy" blouse you didn't think 
you could afford. 
Bailey's, another part of Wellesley 
tradition, still tempts students to 
sneak in that delicious. but dietetical-
ly-forbidden, gooey ice cream sundae. 
Continued 011 page Six 
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Orchestra Begins Fall Season 
by Jean Kramer '66 
It is easy to discover why Boston-
ians are especially proud of their 
symphony orchestra. Under the di-
rection or Charles Munch and, since 
1962, Erich Leinsdorf the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra has achieved such 
brilliance in a rich and ever expand-
ing repertorie of contemporary and 
classic works that it is indisputably 
one of the world's great symphonic 
ensembles. 
the orchestra rehearse in shirt sleeves 
for its next program. 
Music To Study By 
Rehearsals are informal: some girls 
bring books to study I or at least to 
ease their consciences l and after you 
have been sitting in the second row 
for three years, the cellist may even 
smile at you. 
New Boston Blends 
One of Boston's most pleasant tra-
ditions, which over the years has be-
come a Wellesley tradition, is the 
Boston Symphony's Open Rehearsal 
series. About eight times a year three 
or four busloads of Wellesley girls, 
music and math majors alike, troop 
into Symphony Hall, the Orchestra's 
home on Huntington Avenue, to hear 
The rehearsal series, which costs 
about $15, is always a sellout, and 
freshmen often discover it too late. 
Anyone interested in obtaining tick& 
should plan to visit the music office 
in Jewett as early as possible. 
Tickets are also available at the 
Info Bureau for the Boston Sym-
phony's regular Friday afternoon 
and Saturday evening concerts. 
The tremendous contrast in the proportion of old and new Boston architecture is shown clearly In this skyline 
Between the Prudential Tower on the right and the John Hancock Building at the left the brick residences 
height adopted by nineteenth cenury city planners. 
---·- .. --
Conductor and musicians tum momentarily to watch the audience at Symphony Hall. 
Repertories Feature Brecht, Shaw, Beckett 
While Boston does not offer the John Arden, a TBC American pre-
var:ety of Broadway, off-Broadway, miere last season, is now playing 
or the West End, it does provide a successfully at the Actors Playhouse 
few excellent repertory companies ir: New York. 
and some previews of New York The Charles, located on Warrenton 
plays. Street behind the Shubert Theatre, is 
Heading the repertory list are the co-produced by Frank Sugrue and 
Charles Playhouse and the Theatre Michael Murray. Their program this 
Company of Boston, both of which year also features both modern and 
have fine productions of plays more classic plays. Moliere's ''The Miser" 
often read than seen. The TBC, the will open the season on September 
newer of the two groups, has head- 29, followed by Jean Anouilh's "Poor 
quarters in the Hotel Bostonian, 1138 Bitos" on November 10. George Ber-
Boylston Street and is directed by nard Shaw's "Major Barbara" a sat-
David Wheeler. ire on institutions from the Salvation 
The program for 1965-66 includes Army to a munitions factory, opens 
Samuel Beckett's "Play" and Garcia December 15, and Brecht is repre-
Lorca's "The Loves of Don Perlimp- sented here, too, this time by "Gali-
Un" two one-act dramas; "Yes is for leo," beginning January 19. Nikolai 
a Very Young Man," by Gertrude Gogol's "The Inspector General," con-
Stein ; Bertoldt Brecht's The Private eludes the season. 
Life of the Master Race, a documen- Special subscription rates, as well 
tary-type play about life in Nazi Ger- as individual tickets, are available 
many: Shakespeare's "Measure for al both the TBC and the Charles. 
r.tcasure" ; and several new plays. Harvard's own Loeb Drama Cen-
"Live Like Pigs" by Englishman ter on Brattle Street also offers an 
interesting variety of plays, from 
Shakespeare and Chekhov to original 
dramas by Harvard students. The 
smaller theatre at Agassiz House, 
r:ear Harvard Square, is another fine 
place for a theatrical evening. Boston 
University Theatre, too, should not be 
skipped. 
Among the large pre-Broadway 
houses are the Shubert and the Colo-
nial. Special events, such as the 
D'Oyly Carte Gilbert and Sullivan· 
Company, also appear at these thea-
tres. It is wise to keep in mind, too, 
that the Metropolitan Opera comes to 
Boston every spring for a week's en-
gagement. Opera buffs may also sub-
scribe to Boston's own opera com-
pany, a new venture headed by Miss 
Sara Cartwright, offering less tradi-
tional fare. 
Ballet enthusiasts will be pleased to 
note that the Royal Ballet, the Bol-
shoi, and other famous companies 
often come to Boston when on tour. 
Explore Historic Metropolis • 
by Marji Si<'1tel '66 
From the contemporary Prudential 
Center to the winding back street 
where Paul Revere's home still 
stands, Boston is an exciting mixture 
of the modern and traditional, a 
haven for the most chic or the most 
sentimental. 
To some newcomers Boston seems 
a big city, but there's something 
very non-metropolitan about its 
charm. Maybe it's the policemen on 
horses patrolling the often too-narrow 
streets or maybe it's the fact that 
by midnight and usually earlier the 
sidewalks have been rolled up. De-
spite the city's proyincial flavor, 
however, a Bostonian tby birth or 
inclination> need never be bored. 
Walk Freedom Trail 
Your first trip into Boston 1 which 
you'll probably want to make as soon 
as possible> has to include an initia-
tion to the Fr~dom Trail. Starting 
outside the Park Street MTA Station 
<MTA's-subways-are your constant 
companion, by the way, easily acces-
sible from Wellesley l and going 
down to the north end. 
You can walk the whole trip-it's 
actually the only way to go-and 
personally trace Boston and Amer-
ican history. Among your first stops 
will be the State House, on the lawn 
o' which sits a statue of Mary Dyer, 
a 17th century Quaker hanged as a 
witch. Then there's Old Granary Bur-
ial Ground, where Samuel Adams, 
John Hancock and Benjamin Frank-
lin's parents, among others, lie at 
rest. 
Halls Ring With Orations 
You'll never be able to spell it or 
pronounce it, but next comes Faneuil 
Hall, probably the most famous build-
ing in Boston and the site of many 
momentous patriotic orations. At the 
far end of the jaunt you encounter 
Paul Revere's House and Old North 
Church, the oldest house and church 
in the city. 
Should you ever get back to your 
starting place, you can lazily rest 
your feet in the Boston Common. Set 
aside as a community cow pasture 
in 1634, the Commons is the site of a 
formally-landscaped public garden 
with comfort~ble benches, an annual 
outdoor art show in June, elaborate 
Christmas decorations. and frequent 
debates or speeches by public minded 
folk 
Sail a Swan Boat 
A special attraction of the Com-
mons is the Swan Boat sailing, 
\\.hich begins in Easter and is popular 
with people of all ages. The same 
pond is used for skating in the winter. 
Window shopping can be a full day's 
pastime, particularly at Christmas-
time when the stores are buzzing 
with mechanical wonders. You may 
find some bargains, too, especially 
at Filene's basement. should you 
have the perseverance and aggres-
siveness to discover that perfect dress 
Vlhich you couldn't afford anywhere 
else. 
Coffee Houses Popular 
If any town is a college town, Bos-
ton must qualify, and no college 
town can exist without coffee houses. 
Boston has its rE]J>resentative sample, 
many of which worth discovering. 
Among them are the Loft, which 
boasts a bare atmosphere, lots of 
smoke, atrd live entertainment, and 
the Orleans, the oldest in the city, 
which possesses one of the oldest 
espresso machines in the country and 
features jazz, classical and folk 
music. 
Everyone is aware that Boston gave 
the hungry world Boston baked beans, 
Parker House rolls, Porter House 
steaks and Toll House cookies, and 
with its more than 2000 restaurants 
it continues to provide eating pleas-
ures of both a Boston and very non-
Boston variety. 
Long Wait Worthwhile 
Most typically Bostonian and best 
known is Durgin Park, located in the 
Boltoft Is not all entertainment. Like other American dtles, It has pro-
b~ms of povertv. poor education, and defacto segregation. Here, Wellesley 
stu'1ents and facultv parti<'ipate with other Bostonians, in a march led 
by Dr. Martin Luther King last spring. The Wellesley Civil Rights Group 
is active throughout the year. 
rraditional and Modern 
In a Fog About Art? Boston's Museums Help 
by Jane McHale '66 
Acceptance at Wellesley is inevit-
ably followed by packages of forms 
and questionnaires. Most freshmen 
in the process of listing a multitude 
of reasons on "Why I choose Wel-
lesley" mention the "cultural oppor-
tunities of Boston." 
Many upperclassmen procrastinate 
investigation of the museums they're 
sure must exist until taking Art 100. 
Some start exploring right away; 
after four years others become ac· 
quainted with the names but not the 
buildings. The museums of Boston, 
however, are fascinating destinations 
for Saturday mornings and Wednes-
day afternoons. 
chief claims to fame, the university 
has three interesting museums. The 
Fogg A.rt Museum houses a variety of 
paintings and sculpture while the 
Busch-Reisinger Museum contains 
only Germanic art. In the University 
Museum are located the Glass Flo-
wers, reputed to be the most excel-
lent representations of intricate bota· 
nical details in the world. The Uni· 
versity Museum also displays num· 
erous geological and zoological ex· 
hibits. 
In addition to these main galleries. 
there are numberous smailer com· 
mercial ones throughout Boston, es· 
pecially on the first half dozen blocks 
of Newbury Street, and in Cambridge. 
View or the city from the Longfellow Bridge. 
blch line Beacon Street rise to the uniform 
Project - Huntington A venue 
The Boston Museum of Fine Arts 
and Isabella Stewart Gardner Mu-
seum, both housing interesting col-
lections, are both found near Hun-
tington Avenue. Established more 
than a hundred years ago, the Fine 
Arts has amassed excellent collec-
tions in Chinese, Japanese, Egyptian, 
Greek and Roman art. In addition 
it displays European woodcuts 
prints and paintings from all periods 
and Cine examples of Early Ameri-
can and Indian art. Its most outstand-
ing features are the changing special 
exhibitions which are announced in 
advance. 
market district. The lines outside are 
always incredibly long, but should 
you have time to waste you might 
enjoy exploring the market itself, 
which provides every conceivable 
fruit and vegetable. Around election 
time you can also expect some inter-
esting political advertising and talk. 
Worth the wait, Durgin Park has 
traditionally surly waitresses, long 
tables where you stick your fork 
in your neighbor's strawberry short-
cake without his knowledge, and 
famous corn bread, Indian pudding, 
:md huge roast beef. 
More Bostonian Flavor 
Also rich with Bostonian flavor is 
Ye Olde Union Oyster House, 141 
Stuart Street, which was founded in 
1836, nine years after Durgin Park. 
Sawdust on the floor and wooden 
stools are fronts for delicious and 
plentiful New England seafood. 
College students seem to specialize 
in international eating, and Boston 
caters to every nationality. French 
rl!staµrants are so common they're 
almost passe, although there are sev-
eral nice ones, such as Maitres Jac-
ques on Berkeley Street. 
Ola's ls Happy, Tasty 
Staying within Europe, one of the 
most delightful eating places is Ola's 
serving a happy Scandinavian smorg-
asbord in well-washed simplicity that 
costs only $2 for all the delectable 
salads, fish, relishes and fruits you• 
can eat. 
Pigs' knuckles and sauerbraten are 
the specialties of Jacob Wirth's, a 
well-known German restaurant found· 
ed in 1868, and conveniently located 
near the movie theaters, 37~ Stuart 
Street. Going to southern Europe, 
Cafe Marliave has served Italian food 
in Boston for almost a century and 
features dinner on the roof garden 
in spring and summer. 
Everyone Loves Greek 
In addition, Greek restaurants are 
popular. One of the largest is Athens-
Olympia, also in the Stuart-street the-
atre district, where barbecued lamb 
on a skewer· is superb and egg-lemon 
soup a must. The service is quick 
and exceptionally friendly. 
Like all "big cities," Boston has 
its Chinatown, rather small but still 
packed with many authentic Chinese 
restaurants. Ye Hung Gooeys is a 
typical one, serving everything from 
wonton soup to egg rolls. Something 
like Bob Lee's Islander is fancier but 
can't beat the smaller restaurant's 
delicacies. 
Some Expensive Places 
Probably the best asset of all the 
above is their extremely reasonable 
prices, which have endeared them to 
college students for years. However, 
should your parents come to town or 
should your date inherit his first mil· 
lion, there are some wonderful oppor-
tunities for more expensive eating. 
Known to most Wellesley students 
as the treat of Sophomore Fathers' 
Day is Locke-Ober's Cafe, Boston's 
most distinguished and highest priced 
restaurant. Women are allowed in the 
main room only on New Year's Eve 
and the night of the Harvard-Yale 
game, when ;t's played in Cambridge, 
but there ~re many rooms accomodat-
ing ladies all year around. 
Also not cheap, Jimmy's Harbor· 
side is reported to have the best sea-
food in Boston. 
Nine Knox Most Eccentric 
However, the most unique and ec· 
centric of the expensive restaurants 
is Nine Knox Street, situat91d in an 
early 19th century house in the Bay 
Village Section. Nine Knox is oper-
ated by two gentlemen, Stanley and 
Staples, who cook, serve, conduct 
guests on a tour of the house's Amer· 
ican antiques and occasionally enter-
tain on their baby grand piano. 
There's no menu, but no one ever 
complains about the traditional prime 
ribs dinner. 
No, Bostonians don't always eat, 
but if they do much of the time, can 
you blame them? Freshmen always 
hear about the freshmen ton, which 
is the composite amount of weight 
gained by an incoming class, and the 
green-beanied Class of '69 will prob-
ably be no exception. But remember, 
you can always walk it off on the 
Freedom Trail! 
The Gardner, located near the Fine 
Arts, was formerly a private home 
with an extensive art collection. Like 
the Frick gallery in New York. it has 
an indoor landscaped court where 
concerts are given every Sunday 
afternoon. The collection of this Vene-
tian house is mainly composed of 
Dutch, Flemish and Italian Renais-
sance paintings. 
Art in Cambridge 
While art galleries yrc not Harvard's 
The indoor !>t•ulplun· <·ourt in Tlw Isahella Stuart Gardner Museum, 
280 The Ft•nwav, Hoston. is filled wilh !'lowers throughoul the year. The 
J\1u<:eum, buill Ml.er a 15th <'Cnturv Italian palace and was filled with 
:>rt work that Mrs. Gardner collc<'lcd in Europe with the help of Ber· 
nard Berenson. lier c·olledion has been preserved as she left it. 
NEWS 
llarv,.rd t:nil'cr .. ilv's Center for the Vii.ual Arts (196:1) Is the only structure in the United 
8tate5 desil!ned t-: LcCorbusier, French Architect who died in August. One observer remarked 
at the time of its completion, "Tht: building could not have been put down in a less sympa· 
thetlc setting if it had been dropped from the moon. 
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News Billings Coffee House 
Stirs Student, Faculty Interest 
Coffee in interesting, unusual cups, I bizarre light fixtures, and anything 
displays of art·work and photography, else the imagination can conjure up: 
impromptu guitar concerts, lively de· also needed are girls willing to work 
bate, "pre-experimental drama," ma- in the coffeehouse itself. It is expect-
gazines "you wouldn't have the nerve ed that the sale of coffee and tea . 
to read in the library" - is it a new • pastry, fruit, and cigarettes will be 
bistro in Cambridge or Greenwich self-supporting. Every step will be 
Village? taken to avoid the ubiquitous cello-
No, it is Wellesley's very own ex- phane and paper-cup a valanche; 
perimental coffee-house, opening in The girls who created the idea were 
Billings after the furniture exchange encouraged by the enthusiasm of 
closes. A student-initiated, faculty- teachers like Miss Adele Spitzer, As-
supported meeting-place, the coffee sistant Professor o! Philosophy. and 
lounge will tie open from 3:30 to 5 :45 Miss Suzanne Robinson. Instructor in 
p.m., and again from 7 : 15 to 10: 45 or English. Ari organizational meeting 
later. It is .hoped to provide an atmo- 1 (yes, even coffee-houses need organi-
sphere more conducive to informa l zation l was held during final exams 
talk and exploration of student and and, with Mrs. Tenney's final ap-
faculty interests than the rushed and proval. the idea achieved its passport 
over-crowded tempo of the El Table to reality. 
~~~ ~=ll~ar-away, juke-box spirit of Freshnlall Week 
Stu~ent Sup~rt Needed Continued from page 0 111• 
Decoration, furmtu~e. and counter Freshmen will meet various appoint-
and clean-up work is expected to ments during the week and will a t-
come through donation. Volunteers I tend assemblies with Miss Clapp, 
are needed to le!ld, or donate various Miss Theresa Frisch, Dean of Stu-
tables and chairs, posters, curtains. dents, Miss McPherrin, Miss Virginia 
Maximum music 
• • • 
10 m1n1mum space. 
The perf eel stereo music system 
for today's home or apartment. 
The new llH Model Nineteen. 
Before you put a penny into a stereo home music system-see 
what KLH put into the new Model Nineteen. 
A lot. 
lt'_s small, compact; perfect for today's homes or apartments. 
And 1t can do everything. Superbly. 
It can play stereo and mono records. 
It can receive FM and FM stereo broadcasts, and (through inputs 
for _associated components) AM broadcasts, tape recordings and the 
audio portion of TV transmissions. 
It has outputs so you can make tape recordings of records or 
broadcasts. 
It has highly effective, easy to operate controls. You can quickly 
"tailor" any program material to your own listening needs and room 
acoustics. 
The new Nineteen is KLH factory integrated and factory-balanced. 
It comes to you complete. Ready to plug in-and play. 
The new Nineteen has specially designed KLH full performance 
loudspeakers; KLH-designed advanced solid state tuner and ampli-
fier ; an automatic turntable custom-built for KLH by Garrard; the 
famous Pickering V-15 magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus. 
The cabinetry is finished in handsome oiled walnut. And there's 
a two-year guarantee on both parts and labor. 
The Model Nineteen's Master Control Center is l8"W x 4"H x 
14"0. The speaker cabinets are 14"W x 8"H x 8~"0. 
One thing KLH didn't put into the new Model Nineteen. A big price 
ticket. 
It costs jus! $299.95. Complete. lll1j'!!!iH!IWl!iWHHf il(H\!!ll111illl 
Come and listen. Soon. • Hl!rn!dH,f!!tuU !U. ;!df!I 
The Musie 'lo• 
WELLESLEY, MASS. 
CHAPEL SOPHS, 1965-66 
Bates - Marty Hughes 
Beebe - Martie Helmreich 
Cazenove - Cary Wieboldt 
Claflin - Cindy Churchill 
Davis - Pam Beall 
Natives Restless 
As Battle Begins 
by Su4anne Storey '66 
When in the course of freshman 
events it becomes necessary to divest 
oneseH of scholastic trappings in ex-
change for lines more frivolous, it 
also becomes necessary to arm one-
self with some knowledge of the dat-
ing strategy in this precinct. 
eyed, stubble-cheeked, beaver-toothed 
face set off to perfection by furry 
ears. 'Ibis is largely propaganda from 
Harvard. <The favor i$. of course, re-
turned, but indelicately>. Talk is de-
emphasized at MIT in favor of action, 
which may include anything from a 
quiet, enonnously well-planned am· 
bush at a fraternity house, to expedi-
tions up to Marblehead in quest of 
gravestones and fishnets, to a white-
tie extravaganza tossed annually at 
Walker Memorial. 
Freeman - Nancy Langen 
McAfee - Nan Ellen Williams 
Pomeroy - Beth Borgstrom 
Munger - Bunny Lowe 
Severance - Diane Harrington 
Shafer - Dianne Bateman 
Stone - Leslie Bennett 
Tower Court East Nan Heinbaugh 
Tower Court West - Kate Toll 
The following account concerns the 
various shrines of masculine learning So much for the area natives. Three 
in the forest of Academe, lest it be hours to the north is an Indian village 
considered a wilderness, barren and known as Dartmouth, which is a 
without promise. splendid plpce to visit, especially dur· 
Cambridge Citadel ing the big weekends, but it is defi-
nk nitely not for the weak, either in Onderdo -, Dean of the College, and In order of proximity and therefore body . , .t 1 H ho Louise Knight P resident of College convenience, there are, first, Har- or m spig rt n ~n~ve~, w-
Government ' vard and MIT, located side by side eversed, asthone bal mo~'th 1uruor ex-
. . . . a long both banks of the Charles, like pres .. e pro em, ere are no 
In the evenmgs the Village Jumors enemy camps sharing a waterhole. , w?men, so prepare to be gr~ted 
will hold meetings for the freshmen. , Harvard students pride themselves with open arms. And take a hatpm. 
A discussion of the books on the sum- upon being different, (from Yale stu- Week-end Retreats 
mer reading list will be conducted in dents, Radcliffe students, Industrious Equally far to the south is Yale, 
ea<'h dorm Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. students, e~c.l. therefore it is unwi_se Ylhere the architecture is staggering 
and downright foolhardy to brave its and nearly everyone has long hair. 
portals armed with nought but a set Yale men are known in the majority Further Traditions 
Opening convocation for all stu- of preconceived notions. t') appreciate the presence of girls 
dents will take place Wednesday Considei;able emphasis among Har- only on the weekends, which gives 
vard undergraduates is placed upon both sides an element of salutory 
morning at 8 :30 a .m. Big and Little. the premium of TALK; indeed, some mystery, and an occasional eye-pop-
Sister picnics are scheduled for Wed- of its inner reaches (viz. , the interior ping telephone bill. More popular 
ncsday evening. of the Lampoon building) boast a forms of entertainment there include 
Classes will begin Thursday morn- · kind of intellectual patois, a blend of tweeding around in the fog which 
ing for everyone. and "open houses"' Bogart and Leslie Fiedler with a seems characteristic of New Haven, 
of college ~rganization will be held si;rinkle o~ H~m 2, which is actually drinking ~le at George and Harry's, 
that evening in order to acquaint most captivating once the language and playmg fantan. 
new students with the purposes and barrier is hurtled. One must ultimate- Further to the south and vaguely 
functions of these groups. ly keep in mind that, at Harvard, west is Princeton, which, contrary to 
Further envcsl include the Sympos- a nything is subj~t to rebuttal. popula~ opinion, has altered so~e-
il!m this weekend. a movie Salur- Let_ S~de Rules ~Ude what since ~e _day of F. Scott F1tz-
day, and the traditional Flower Su.n- At _MIT, it is ~~ally impo~t. to g~rald. ~n. mtr1cate structu~ of so-
day service. Freshman Week will rdram from c~ed1tmg ~e preva1~ng c1al trad1~1ons holds sway . still, and 
draw to a close with a tea for new rstereoty~, . Which COnslstS ~f a slJde the COlle~1ate atmosphere IS shame-
studentS to be held at the P resident's rule, swmgmg from an apelike stoop- lessly enjoyed. 
House Sunday from 4:00-5 :00 p.m. shouldered body, topped by a bleary- Shifting to the north and west, we 
- - find Williams and Amherst; these are 
HATHAWAY HOUSE 
A Cooperative Boohhop 
Welcome to the 
CLASS OF 1969 
Remember To Join Now! 
HOLES IN YOUR HEAD? 
WE HA VE THE LARGEST 
SELECTION OF EARRINGS 
FOR PIERCED EARS 
IN THE AREA 
cabot -hendric 
Duxbury Wellesley 
small men's colleges where the bro· 
therhood is thicker than THAT and 
girls are scarce, therefore premium, 
items. At Williams. it is absolutely 
necessary that the great outdoors 
hold all kinds of fascination for you, 
and at Amherst, you must learn all, 
ALL of the words to "Lord Jeffrey 
Amherst" before setting foot off the 
train. Weekends at both colleges are 
feverish and exhilarating experiences, 
with everyone having fights and tak-
ing candid, candid pictures, plighting 
troth and catching cold. 
All in all, regardless of whatever 
your high-school friends bound for co-
ed colleges might have told you, you 
have not entered a convent. The deni-
zens of these surrounding forests are 
variously brilliant, charming, pitiful , 
and scary. yet they remain strong 
in their determination to outclass you 
in everything but sell-defense. So? 
Let the best man win. 
Students Seek ... 
Continued from page Three 
Pressure periods, sunny spring days 
and exam-time are big business days 
for Bailey's. For those demanding 
greater variety, Howard Johnson 's, 
also on Central Street, claims to offer 
28 flavors for your ice cream cone 
enjoyment. On the other hand, more 
frugal students and more guilt-laden 
diet-breakers find Friendly's, a ten-
minute walk away, cheaper both for 
the pocketbook and the conscience. 
S.S. Pierce defies description. Lo-
cated on Central Street, this integral 
part of Boston tradition offers every-
thing from toothpaste to impored 
cheese, birthday cakes and chocolate 
Continued on page Seven 
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News Billings Coffee House 
Stirs Student, Faculty Interest 
Natives Restless eyed, stubble-cheeked, beaver-toothed 
face set off to perfection by furry As Battle Begins ears. This is largely propaganda from 
Bates - Marty Hughes Harvard. <The favor i~. of course, re-
Beebe - Martie Helmreich by Suzanne Storey •66 turned, but indelicately). Talk is de-
CHAPEL SOPHS, 1965-66 
Cazenove - Cary Wieboldt When in the course of freshman emphasized at MIT in favor of action, 
Coffee in interesting, unusual cups, I bizarre light fixtures, and anything Claflin - Cindy Churchill events it becomes necessary to divest which ~ include anything from a 
displays of art-work and photography, else the imagination can conjure up; Davis - Pam Beall oneself of scholastic trappings in ex- quiet, enormously well-planned am-
impromptu guitar concerts, lively de- also needed are girls willing to work Freeman - Nancy Langen change for lines more frivolous, it bush at a fraternity house, to expedi-
bate, "pre~xperimental drama," ma- in the coffeehouse itself. It is expect· McAfee - Nan Ellen Williams also becomes necessary to arm one- lions up to Marblehead in quest of 
gazines "you wouldn't have the nerve ed that the sale of coffee and tea. Pomeroy - Beth Borgstrom self with some knowledge of the dat- gravestones and fishnets, to a white-
to read in the library" - is it a new pastry, fruit, and cigarettes will be Munger - Bunny Lowe ing strategy in this precinct. tie extravaganza tossed annually at 
I 
If · Se D' H · t Walker Memorial. bistro in Cambridge or Greenwich se -supporting. Every step will be verance - 1ane arrmg on The following account concerns the 
Village? taken to avoid the ubiquitous cello· Shafer - Dianne Bateman various shrines of masculine learning So much for the area natives. Three 
No, it is Wellesley's very own ex· phane and paper-cup avalanche; Stone - Leslie Bennett in the forest of Academe, lest it be hours to the north is an Indian village 
perimental coffee-house, opening in The girls who created the idea were Tower Court East Nan Heinbaugh considered a wilderness, barren and known as Dartmouth, which is a 
Billings after the furniture exchange 
1 
encouraged by the enthusiasm of Tower Court West - Kate Toll without promise. splendid Plilce to visit, especially dur-
closes. A student-initiated, faculty- t~achers like Miss Adel~ Spitzer. As· Cambridge Citadel ing the big weekends, but it is defi-
supported mj?eting-place, the coffee si~tant Professor _of Philosophy, a~d Ondcrdonk. Dean of the College, a nd In order of proximity and therefore nitely not for the weak, either in 
lounge will be open from 3:30 to 5 :45 1 Miss _Suzanne Rohm.son: Instructor. m Louise Knight, President of College convenience, there are, first, Har- body or in spirit. In Han~ve~. how-
p.m .. and again from 7 : 15 to 10:45 or Enghsh. An organizational meeting , vard and MIT, located side by side ever, as one Dartmo~~ JUruor ex-
later. It is .hoped to provide an atmo- I <yes, even coffee·houses need organi· Government. along both banks of the Charles like pressed the problem, there are no 
sphere more conducive to informal zation l _was held during pna~ exams 
1 
In the evenings the Village J uniors enemy camps sharing a wate;hole., w?men," so prepare to be gr~ted 
talk and exploration of student and and, with !-frs. T~nney s fmal ap· will hold meetings for the freshmen. Ha rvard students pride themselves with open arms. And take a hatpm. 
faculty interests than the rushed and proval., the idea achieved its p;issport A discussion of the books on the sum· I upon being different. Cfrom Yale stu- Week-end Retreats 
over-crowded tempo of the El Table to reality. mer reading list will be conducted in dents, Radcliffe students, Industrious Equally far to the south is Yale, 
a nd the far-away, juke-box spirit of Fi·e~hnlan Week I euch dorm Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. students, e~c. I, therefore it is unwi.se where the architecture is staggering 
Student SUPPort Needed C om i nued f rom P<IC!<' One Further Traditions portals armed with nought but a set Yale men are known in the majority 
The Well. <:j I and downright foolhardy to brave its and nearly everyone has long hair. 
Decoration, furniture, and counter Freshmen will meet various appoint- Opening convocation for all stu- of preconceived notions. t'l appreciate the presence of girls 
and clean-up work is expected to ments during the week and will a t· dents will take lace Wedn d Considei;able empba~is among Har- only on the weekends, which gives 
come through donation. Volunteers tend assemblies with Miss Clapp, P es ay vard undergraduates 1s placed upon both sides an element of salutory 
are needed to lend or donate various M.iss Theresa Frisch, Dean of Stu- morning at 8·30 a.m. Big and Little the premium of TALK; indeed, some mystery, and an occasional eye-pop-
tables and chairs, posters, curtains. dents. Miss McPherrin, Miss Virginia Sister picnics are scheduled for Wed-1 of its inner reaches Cviz .. the interior ping telephone bill. More popular 
ncsday evening. or the Lampoon building> boast a forms of entertainment there include 
Maximum music 
• • • 10 m1n1mum space. 
The perf eel stereo music system 
for today's home or apartment. 
The new llH Model Nineteen. 
Before you put a penny into a stereo home music system-see 
what KLH put into the new Model Nineteen. 
A lot. 
lt',s small, compact; perfect for today's homes or apartments. 
And 1t can do everything. Superbly. 
It can play stereo and mono records. 
It can ~eceive FM and FM stereo broadcasts, and (through inputs 
for ~ssoc1~ted components) AM broadcasts, tape recordings and the 
audio portion of TV transmissions. 
It has outputs so you can make tape recordings of records or 
broadcasts. 
It has highly effective, easy to operate controls. You can quickly 
"tailor" any program material to your own listening needs and room 
acoustics. 
The new Nineteen is KLH factory integrated and factory-balanced. 
It comes to y~u complete. Ready to plug in- and play. 
The new Nineteen has specially designed KLH full performance 
l~udspeakers; K~H-designed advanced solid state tuner and ampli· 
f1er; an automatic turntable custom·built for KLH by Garrard· the 
famous Pickering V-15 magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus.' 
The cabinetry is finished in handsome oiled walnut. And there's 
a two-year guarantee on both parts and labor. 
The Model Nineteen's Master Control Center is 18"W x 4"H x 
14"0. The speaker cabinets are 14"W x 8"H x 81/4''0. 
One thing KLH didn't put into the new Model Nineteen. A big price 
ticket. 
It costs jus! $299.95. Complete. l,llil')j!!!ll. : t!W~n1 11m1a. !Hif 
Come and hsten. Soon. !H•! ; , !l.l'ttl~tiH • b; Hi81 
The Musie 'lo• 
WELLESLEY, MASS. 
Classes will begin Thursday morn- · kind of intellectual patois, a blend of tweeding around in the fog which 
ing for everyone, and "open houses" Bogart and Leslie Fiedler with a seems characteristic of New Haven, 
of college organization will be held si:;rinkle of Hum 2, which is actually drinking ale at George and Harry's, 
that evening in order to acquaint most captivating once the language and playing fantan. 
new students with the purposes and barrier is hurtled. One must ultimate- Further to the south and vaguely 
functions or these groups. ly keep in mind that, at Harvard, west is Princeton, which, contrary to 
Further envest include the Sympos· anything is subj~t to rebuttal. popular opinion, has altered some-
icm this weekend. a movie Satur· 1 Let. S~lde Rules ~Ude \\-hat since the day of F . Scott Fitz-
day, and the traditional Flower Sun· At _Mrr. 1t IS ~~ally 1mport~t. to gera ld. An intricate structure or so-
day service. Freshman Week w.ill refrain from cred1tmg the prevadmg cial traditions holds sway still, and 
draw to a close with a tea for new ~stereotype, which consists of a slide the collegiate atmosphere is shame-
students to be held at the P resident's rule. swinging from an apelike stoop- lessly enjoyed. 
House Sunday from 4:00·5:00 p.m. shouldered body, topped by a bleary- Shifting to the north and west, we 
- - - --- find Williams and Amherst ; these are 
HATHAWAY HOUSE 
A Cooperative Boo•shop 
Welcome to the 
CLASS OF 196 9 
Remember To Join Now! 
small men's colleges where the bro-
therhood is thicker than THAT and 
girls are scarce, therefore premium, 
items. At Williams, it is absolutely 
necessary that the great outdoors 
hold all kinds of fascination for you, 
and at Amherst, you must learn all, 
ALL of the words to "Lord Jeffrey 
Amherst" before setting foot off the 
train. Weekends at both colleges are 
feverish and exhilarating experfonces, 
with everyone having fights and tak-
ing candid, candid pictures, plighting 
tl'Oth and ca tching cold. 
All in all, regardless of whatever 
-------=------------------=----ii your high-school friends bound for co-
ed colleges might have told you, you 
HOLES IN YOUR HEAD? 
WE HA VE THE LARGEST 
SELECTION OF EARRINGS 
FOR PIERCED EARS 
IN THE AREA 
cabot -hendric 
Duxbury Wellesley 
have not entered a convent. The deni-
zens of these surrounding forests are 
variously brilliant, charming, pitiful, 
and scary, yet they remain strong 
in their determination to outclass you 
in everything but sell-defense. So? 
Let the best man win. 
Students Seek ... 
Continued from page Three 
Pressure periods, sunny spring days 
and exam-time are big business days 
for Bailey's. For those demanding 
greater variety, Howard Johnson's, 
also on Central Street, claims to offer 
28 flavors for your ice cream cone 
enjoyment. On the other hand, more 
frugal students and more guilt-laden 
diet-breakers find Friendly's, a ten-
minute walk away, cheaper both for 
the pocketbook and the conscience. 
S.S. Pierce defies description. Lo-
ca ted on Central Street, this integral 
part of Boston tradition offers every-
thing from toothpaste to impored 
cheese, birthday cakes and chocolate 
Continued on page Seven 
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\Miss Clapp Plans Resignation, 
1Says New Leader Is Needed 
When in 250 B.C. Livius Andronicus Cessor of Russian at the University 
turned the Odyssey into Latin for of North Carolina: he has recently 
use as a textbook of Greek poetry translated Pashkin's Eugene Onegin. 
and legend, the problems of transla- 1 At this writing it was not certain 
lion first came into being. Transla- ' that Professor Arndt would be able I 
tion whcih Gilbert Highet calls " that lo come to the symposium. 
neglected art." is the subject of the The three speakers will assemble 
Wilson Symposium to be held in at 2:00 p.m. ror in the event of Pro-
Alumnae Hall this weekend. Cessor Arndt's absence. at 10:30 a m.1 
for a panel discussion on "Transla-
A critic once wrote that "as the lions in the Classroom." Included in 
poet yegins by seeing, so the transla- the panel will be Walter Youngren. 
tor by reading, but his reading must assistant professor of humanities at 
be a kind of seeing." In a lecture en- M.I.T. Stanley Burnshaw, translator 
titled, "Translation in Verse: Some of modern poetry, will serve as mo· 
Problems," Dudley Fitts, the trans- derator. 
lator and classicist. will preach this • 
matter. It is hoped that the symposium will 
1 and new leadership in its chief execu-
tive oCCicer. So I am resigning." 
Thus Miss Margaret Clapp an-
nounced the end of her sixteen years 
as President or Wellesley, in a letter 
tr· student members of Senate, House 
Presidents. Vil Juniors, Class Presi-
dents, and the Editor of News. two 
days before making the announce-
ment public nationally. In the letter, 
Miss Clapp said she wished she could 
write to the entire college community, 
but "even data processing cannot ar-
range a summer communication to so 
peripatetic a student body." 
Establishes Searching Committee 
Miss Clapp's resignation becomes 
effective in July 1966, and she has 
already given considerable attention 
to the problem of finding a successor. 
A special Trustee Committee, assisted 
by elected representatives of the fac-
''As for 1965-66," Miss Clapp con-
tinued. "-let us work together for 
sound learning and happy living at 
Wellesley. It is, if you will forgive a 
r.ote or sentiment" a superb college 
because it has first-rate people in its 
student body, its faculty and officers, 
its various staffs, its alumnae, and, as 
an institution, it has evident purpose 
and high standards." 
Pulilzer Prizewinner 
In 1947, Miss Clapp was awarded 
the Pulitzer Prize in biography for 
her study of John Bigelow, Forgotten 
First Citizen. 
Ancient to Modern 
Mr. Fitts, who teaches at the 
Phillips Andover Academy, has trans-
lated many Greek works, among 
them the Oedipus cycle 1 in collabor-
ation with Robert Fitzgerald l and the 
comedies or Aristophanes. He will 
speak on Friday at 8:00 p.m. 
1 
ulty, will search for prospective can-
give insights into what Highet has I didates. and Miss Clapp invites indi· 
called a "far more important ele- Miss Margaret Clapp I vidual students. as well ~s faculty 
ment in literature than most of us and alumnae. to make written sug-
Miss Clapp received her B.A. de-
gree Crom Wellesley, her M.A. and 
PhD. from Columbia. She also holds 
the LLD. and Litt.D. degrees. In a 
varied teaching career she worked 
first at the Todhunter School and 
then at the Dalton School in New 
York City, then served as an instruc-
tor at the College of the City of New 
York. at the New Jersey College for 
Women, and at Columbia. She was an 
assistant professor at Brooklyn Col-
lege for two years before becoming 
President of Wellesley. 
Justin O'Brien, professor of French 
at Columbia, wi.ll deliver a talk en-
titled "Memoirs of a Translator" 
Saturday at 9:00 a.m. His translation 
includes the works of Proust, Gide, 
and Carnes. 
Panel to Follow 
Scheduled to follow Mr. O'Brien 
at 10:30 a.m. is Walter Arndt, pro-
believe. If great thoughts can be "My years at Wellesley since July J gestions as to persons or qualifica-
1949 have been good ones for me and, lions to the Searching Committee, 
communicated through whatever dif- 1 like to think. ror Wellesley. Now, as Wellesley College. "The Committee 
ficulties and distances. they will pro- I look ahead, I am convinced that the I will read all letters with care,.. she 
duce great thoughts. College will benefit from fresh vision emphasized. 
Organizations Invite 
Members of the entire college com-
munity are cordially invited to aUend 
Campus Organizations Open Houses 
on Thursday evening, September 16, 
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. A special invi-
tation is extended to freshmen, since 
thls is their first and best oppor-
tunity to find those organizations 
which most interest them. 
Billings Hall 
Athletic Association - Room 108 
President: Liz Sears '66 
Freshmen 
Deutscher Verein - Room 306 
President: Ann Hill 'ITT 
The German Club under the direc-
tion of the German Department pre-
sents films and speakers in German 
on various aspects of German life 
and culture. All students in any Ger-
man class are invited to attend these 
programs. 
Forum - Room 300 
She is a member of Phi Beta Kap-
pa, a member of the American As· 
sociation of University Professors. 
and a fellow of the American Aca-
demy of Arts and Sciences. 
Campus Innovations 
During her years at Wellesley, Miss 
Clapp supervised many changes in 
the physical and academic landscape. 
There have been two major curri-
culum revisions: the 1955 decision to 
have no Wednesday morning or Sat· 
urday classes, and the change to a 
three-term system which goes into 
effect this fall and involves a term of 
independent work for juniors, a re· 
grouping of courses for distribution. 
and many departmental changes. 
New Fund Offers Campus 
International Artistic Events 
AA provides an opportunity for or-
ganized sports events during the aca-
demic year. It offers group instruc-
tion and practice in such sports as 
hockey al)d skiing. This past year AA 
bought three sail boats and instigated 
a student sailing program with both 
instructional and recreational sailing. 
If you need a study break, some 
exercise for fun with AA. 
Chapel Organization - Room 200 
President: Nicky Ivancich '66 
President: Rosy Metrailer '66 
Forum is the co-ordinating body for 
Young Republicans, Young Demo· 
Continued on page Seven 
Miss Clapp als0 initiated, in 1963. 
the Guest Junior Program, enabling 
Negroes from segregated colleges to 
Continued on page Three 
Week Commences 
Portrait of Mn. Norman Tre.es 
The Class of 1969 will be the first 
to benefit throughout its college ca-
reer from an extracurricular cultural 
program which has just been estab-
lished at Wellesley. 
The Rebecca Bacharach Treves 
Cultural Program has been created 
with a fund of $125,000 by bequest 
of Dr. Norman Treves in memory or 
his wife, a member of the Class of 
1921. Mrs. Treves died in September 
1963 and Dr. Treves in May 1964. 
Yugoslav Cboros 
The income in 1965-66 will be used 
to present two concerts and one play, 
all to be held in Alumnae Hall, and 
to provide a new movie projector for 
Pendleton Hall. 
The first will be a concert on Mon-
day evening, October 4, by the Aca-
demie Chorus, "Miree Acev," of the 
University of Skopje, Yugoslavia. 
This choral group, composed of 44 
members and a director, will take 
part in an International University 
Choral Festival at the Lincoln Cen-
ter for the Performing Arts and then 
wilJ make a tour of a few colleges 
before returning on October 6 to 
Yugoslavia. 
Euripides Classic 
New York Pro Musica will present 
a concert on Monday evening, Octo-
ber 25. This famous ensemble, which 
is under the direction of Noah Green-
berg, has performed music-before-
Each throughout the world. 
The final event of the year will be 
the presentation on Tuesday evening, 
February 8 of the Circle in the Square 
Continued on page Three 
"Chapel" is an interdenominational 
group which expresses in part the 
religious life of Wellesley students. 
Each year this group produces a 
chapel play starring students and 
faculty members. At the Friday c di-
versity day l morning chapel services 
chapel board invites various campus 
organizations to participate. Last year 
participants included the French 
folksinging group and the Wellesley 
Tupelos. 
College Government - Room 100 
(Senate Hall) 
President: Louise Knight '66 
CG provides the co-ordination be-
tween students and administration 
necessary to insure a tight-knit col-
lege community. CG needs all inter-
ested student volunteers for commit-
tee work within its organization. Get 
in on the ground floor of student 
policies. 
Freshmnn 
Freshman Week will commence 'ancial aid. . . 
Sunday, September 12 as the 470 While the freshmen .arnve, Miss 
members of the Class of 1969 arrive Margaret Clapp, President of the 
at Wellesley for a program of orien· C:ollege, anq Miss Jeanette Mc~her­
tation before classes begin on Thurs· rm, Dean of the Class of 1969, will be 
day ~t home to parents of the new stu· 
The greatest percentage of students d~nts at the i:resident's ~ou:-C. Tea 
in the freshman class is from the will be served m the dorrrutones, and 
eastern segments of the country, with Mrs. William S. Walker, Executi_ve 
22% coming from New England, ~ere~ of .the Alumnae Assoct~-
26% from the Middle Atlantic states, bon will receive al~mnae and th.e1r 
and 20% from the South !including fre~hr_nan daughters m the Recreation 
the District of Columbia>. Bwldmg, . 
Most from Public Schools Continued on page Six 
In addition, 20% are from the Cen-
tral states, 7% from the West, and 
5% from foreign countries and pos-
&·sions. 97 members of this year's 
freshman class are alumnae daugh-
ters and granddaughters. 
Public schools were attended by 
PW BETA KAPPA 
The following members of the 
Class or 1965 were elected on June 
4, 1965 to the Eta of Massachusetts 
Phi Beta Kappa: 
283 of them, private schools by 168. Elizabeth Tracy Gallagher 
Cosmopolitan Club _ Room 207 19 students received their secondary Sharon Goldberg 
President: Elaine Jong '66 education at both public and private Caroline Hartmann 
All foreign students are automatic- schools. Two members or the Class or AmiUlda Hawes 
ally members of Cos Club and all 1969 are entering after only three Mary Moore Hoag 
American students are invited to join. years of secondary preparation. Louisa Lam 
Cos Club sponsors breakfasts, parties, 350 schools are represented in the Dorothy Rile 
and mixers for foreign students to I freshman class. Of these 'lZ1 are Jane M. Snyder 
give them a chance to meet students public and 123 private. Tw~~ty ~r Irmgard Thwnm 
of other nationalities. cent of the students are recemng fm- . 1..-------------• 
